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We present Neural Articulated Radiance Field (NARF),
a novel deformable 3D representation for articulated objects learned from images. While recent advances in 3D implicit representation have made it possible to learn models
of complex objects, learning pose-controllable representations of articulated objects remains a challenge, as current
methods require 3D shape supervision and are unable to
render appearance. In formulating an implicit representation of 3D articulated objects, our method considers only
the rigid transformation of the most relevant object part
in solving for the radiance ﬁeld at each 3D location. In
this way, the proposed method represents pose-dependent
changes without signiﬁcantly increasing the computational
complexity. NARF is fully differentiable and can be trained
from images with pose annotations. Moreover, through the
use of an autoencoder, it can learn appearance variations
over multiple instances of an object class. Experiments
show that the proposed method is efﬁcient and can generalize well to novel poses. The code is available for research
purposes at https://github.com/nogu-atsu/NARF.

1. Introduction
In this work, we aim to learn a representation for rendering novel views and poses of 3D articulated objects, such
as human bodies, from images. Our approach follows the
inverse graphics paradigm [27, 26, 37, 28] of analyzing an
image by attempting to synthesize it with compact graphics
codes. These codes are typically disentangled to allow for
rendering of scenes/objects with ﬁne-grained control over
individual appearance properties such as object location,
pose, lighting, texture, and shape. For the case of humans,
synthesis of novel views and poses can be useful for applications such as movie making, photo editing, virtual clothing [64, 29] and motion transfer [33, 4].
Various inverse graphics based approaches have been
speciﬁcally designed for static scenes [60, 21, 54], rigid objects [9, 68, 62, 56, 3], blend shapes for keypoints [61, 4]
and dense meshes [64, 33]. However, efﬁcient deformation
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Figure 1. Training pipeline of Disentangled NARF (NARFD ).
NARF is an efﬁcient pose-aware 3D representation trained from
only pose-annotated images. The learned representation is partbased and able to render novel poses of articulated 3D objects by
changing the input object pose conﬁgurations.

modeling of articulated 3D objects using neural networks
remains a challenging task due to the large variance of joint
locations (especially for endpoints such as hands), severe
self-occlusions, and high non-linearity in forward kinematic
transformations [69]. Though work has been done to enable explicit control over the underlying human pose [33]
and key point locations [4], their neural rendering methods are either limited to 2D [4], which prevents modeling
of view-dependent appearance [7], or based on mesh representations [33], where rendering quality can be affected by
the resolution of the discrete template mesh.
Recent progress on the implicit representation of 3D objects and scenes, such as signed distance functions [20, 43]
and occupancy ﬁelds [12, 38], has greatly promoted the development of the inverse graphics paradigm. Such representations are lightweight in model size, continuous, and
differentiable, making them highly practical in comparison with the previously-dominant volumetric representations [11, 16, 24, 39, 46, 55, 57, 67]. Particularly, Milden15762

hall et al. [40] propose the neural radiance ﬁeld (NeRF) that
takes a single continuous 5D coordinate (3D spatial location
and 2D viewing direction) as input and outputs the volume
density and view-dependent emitted radiance at each spatial location. Combined with a classical differentiable volume rendering technique [23], it is able to synthesize novel
views by learning from a sparse set of input views of static
scenes. NeRF completely discards the mesh-based representation and replaces it with a radiance-based model which
can effectively and efﬁciently encode view-dependent appearance, enabling it to reproduce scenes of complex geometry with high ﬁdelity.
In this paper, we extend NeRF to an articulated NeRF,
called a Neural Articulated Radiance Field (NARF), to represent articulated 3D objects. Accounting for 3D articulation within the NeRF framework is a challenging problem
because a complex, non-linear relationship exists between
a kinematic representation of 3D articulations and the resulting radiance ﬁeld, making it hard to model implicitly in
a neural network [69]. In addition, the radiance ﬁeld at a
given 3D location is inﬂuenced by at most a single articulated part and its parents along the kinematic tree, while
the full kinematic model is provided as input. As a result,
dependencies of the output to irrelevant parts may inadvertently be learned, which is known to hurt model generalization to poses unseen in training [65].
To address these issues, we propose a method that predicts the radiance ﬁeld at a 3D location based on only the
most relevant articulated part. This part is identiﬁed using
a set of sub-networks that output the probability for each
part given the 3D location and the 3D geometric conﬁguration of the parts. The spatial conﬁgurations of parts are
computed explicitly with a kinematic model, rather than
modeled implicitly in the network. A NARF then predicts
the density and view-dependent radiance of the 3D location
conditioned on the properties of only the selected part. An
overview of the method is shown in Fig. 1.
The presented NARF has the following properties:
• It learns a disentangled representation of camera viewpoint, bone parameters, and bone pose, allowing these
properties to be individually controlled in rendering.
• A dense 3D representation is learned from a sparse set
of 2D images with pose annotations of the articulated
object, which could potentially be obtained through
external pose estimation techniques on multi-view images with known camera parameters [22].
• Part segmentation is learned from images with pose
annotation. Additional supervision is not needed.
• NARF can be trained for articulated objects of various
shape and appearance, through the use of an autoencoder that extracts latent shape and appearance vectors
which are additionally disentangled.

With this approach, it becomes possible to render both novel
views and poses of articulated 3D objects from pose annotated 2D images with little increase in computational complexity.

2. Related Work
Articulated 3D Shape Representations The deformation of articulated objects is traditionally modeled by skinning techniques [18, 19, 30, 31] in which the location of
surface mesh vertices is determined from bone transformations controlled by the kinematics [2]. Effective skinning
models with subtle pose-dependent and identity-dependent
deformation modeling have been developed for the human
body [34, 17, 42] and animals [70]. However, the representation capacity of skinning based models is limited to the
resolution of the discrete template mesh, and sophisticated
shading techniques [48] are usually required for high quality image rendering. In addition, a large amount of 3D scan
data and expert supervision are required to prepare a template mesh.
Recently, Deng et al. [8] proposed a neural network
based articulated shape representation (NASA). NASA
learns the neural indicator/occupancy function [6, 38, 44]
of every point in space, conditioned on a latent pose vector
that encodes a piece-wise decomposition. NASA provides a
continuous and differentiable representation for 3D articulated shapes. However, ground truth occupancy is required
to train the network, and NASA does not learn appearance,
a critical element for rendering.
Articulated Pose Conditioned Image Generation The
recent advance of image generation models such as variational autoencoders (VAE) [25] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [15] provides powerful tools for generating realistic-looking images. Image generation for articulated objects (typically persons) conditioned on target poses is an important direction with various applications like movie making, photo editing, virtual clothing [64, 29] and motion transfer [33, 4]. A majority of
these works [4, 35, 36, 52, 58, 10, 1] generate the image
of a person in a target pose by learning a GAN model from
2D keypoint maps of the target pose. The appearance information of this person is provided by explicit concatenation
with an image of this person in the target pose [35, 52],
automatically encoded for a single person [4] or using autoencoders [36]. These works are limited to 2D, which prevents modeling of view-dependent appearance [7]. Some
works [64] leverage the underlying 3D mesh representation
and transfer appearance from one mesh to another using
aligned mesh triangles. The quality of a mesh based representation is bounded by the resolution of its discrete template mesh, and a 3D template mesh is required.
Implicit 3D representation Our work builds on the recent success of the implicit 3D representation. This rep5763

resentation is memory efﬁcient, continuous, and topologyfree, and has been used for learning 3d shape [38, 44, 53],
3d texture [41], static scenes [40, 54], parts decomposition [14, 13], articulated objects [8], deformation [47, 32,
63, 45], 3d reconstruction from sparse images [49, 50], and
image synthesis [51, 5].
Early methods required ground truth 3D geometry [38,
44], but in combination with differentiable rendering, they
evolved to learn from 2D images. In particular, neural radiance ﬁelds (NeRF) [40] is capable of learning a 3D representation of complex scenes using only multi-view posed
images. However, NeRF addresses static scenes and cannot handle deformable objects. Very recently, methods have
been proposed to extend NeRF to learn deformations and
dynamics [47, 32, 63, 45]. These models have been successful in learning deformable implicit representations using posed video frames [47, 32, 63, 45]. However, these
models do not take into account the structure of the object,
so they cannot generate images with explicit pose control.

3. Method
In this section, we present neural articulated radiance
ﬁeld, a novel implicit representation for articulated 3D objects based on NeRF. We start by brieﬂy reviewing the basic
NeRF formulation for static scenes in Sec. 3.1. In Sec. 3.2,
NeRF is extended to be conditioned on pose via a kinematic model, and a straightforward baseline is derived from
this. We reformulate the pose-conditioned NeRF to allow
for rigid object transformations as well as global shape variations in Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 3.4, we represent articulated
3D objects as a composition of movable rigid object parts
controlled by forward kinematic rules. To achieve constant model complexity with respect to the number of object
parts, we propose an efﬁcient Disentangled NARF architecture. The training strategy is then presented in Sec. 3.5.

3.1. Neural Radiance Field Revisited
A neural network is used to represent a Radiance Field
such that 3D location x = (x, y, z) and 2D viewing direction d is converted to density σ and RGB color value
c. The density σ acts like a differential opacity controlling
how much radiance is accumulated by a ray passing through
x [40].
FΘ : (γ(x), γ(d)) → (c, σ),
(1)
where γ(p) = [(sin(2l πp), cos(2l πp)]L
0 is a positional encoding (PE) layer that maps an input scalar into a higher
dimensional space to represent high-frequency detail of the
scene. FΘ consists of two ReLU MLP networks. Speciﬁcally, the volume density σ is a function of the location x
only, while the RGB color c is a function of both location x
and viewing direction d.
FΘσ : (γ(x)) → (σ, h), FΘc : (h, γ(d)) → (c),

(2)

where h is a hidden feature vector.
Classical volume rendering [23] is used to render the
color C(r) of a camera ray r(t) = o + td with near and
far bounds tn and tf , and where o denotes the camera position.
∫ t
σ(r(s))ds),
T (t) = exp(−
(3)
∫

tn
tf

C(r) =

T (t)σ(r(t))c(r(t), d)dt

(4)

tn

T (t) denotes the accumulated transmittance along the ray.
The integrals are computed by a discrete approximation
over sampled points along the ray r.
(
Tj = exp −

j−1
∑
k=1

)
σk δ k

, C(r) =

N
∑

Tj (1 − exp(−σj δj ))cj

j=1

(5)
Here, σj and cj are the density and color at the j th point on
the ray r, and δj is the distance between the j th and (j+1)th
sample points.
NeRF is trained on images of a single static scene taken
from multiple views with known camera parameters. The
density and color of each location are trained so that the
rendered image for each of the views becomes close to its
ground truth. After training, high resolution images can be
synthesized from any viewpoint.

3.2. Pose-Conditioned NeRF: A Baseline
Our goal is to extend the representation capacity of
NeRF from static scenes to deformable articulated objects whose conﬁgurations can be described by a kinematic
model [2]. The radiance ﬁeld of a 3D location is thus
conditioned on the pose conﬁguration. Once this “poseconditioned NeRF” is learned, novel poses can be rendered
in addition to novel views, by changing the input pose conﬁgurations.
In this work, we focus on modeling articulated objects
without considering the background. Therefore, for compactness, we assume that the backgrounds are pre-cleaned.
Kinematic Model Formally, the kinematic model [2] represents an articulated object of P + 1 joints, including endpoints, and P bones in a tree structure where one of the
joints is selected as the root joint and each remaining joint
is linked to its single parent joint by a bone of ﬁxed length.
Speciﬁcally, the root joint J0 is deﬁned by a global transformation matrix T0 . Let ζ i be the bone length from the
ith joint Ji to its parent, i ∈ {1, ...P }, and θ i denotes the
rotation angles of the joint with respect to its parent joint.
A bone, considered as a rigid object, deﬁnes a local rigid
5764

transformation between a joint and its parent. The transformation matrix Tilocal is computed as
Tilocal = Rot(θ i )Trans(ζ i ),

(6)

where Rot and Trans are the rotation and translation matrix,
respectively. The global transformation from the root joint
to joint Ji can thus be obtained by multiplying the transformation matrices along the bones from the root joint to the
ith joint:
Ti = (Πk∈Pa(i) Tklocal )T0
(7)
th

where Pa(i) includes the i joint and all of its parent joints
along the kinematic tree. The corresponding global rigid
transformation li = {Ri , ti } for the ith joint can then be
obtained from the transformation matrix Ti .
Baseline The most straightforward way to condition the
radiance ﬁeld at a 3D location x on a kinematic pose conﬁguration P = {T0 , ζ, θ} is to directly concatenate a vector
representing P as the model input. Since the forward kinematic computation is a complex non-linear function [69]
that is hard to simulate in neural networks, we use the transformations li = {Ri , ti } obtained by the forward kinematics as network inputs.
FΘP : (γ(x), γ({li |i = 1, ..., P }), γ(d)) → (σ, c)

its own local coordinate system deﬁned by the rigid transformation li = {Ri , ti }, which is explicitly estimated using forward kinematics, rather than modeled implicitly by
a neural network. Then, we show how a rigidly transformed object part can be effectively modeled in a rigidly
transformed neural radiance ﬁeld (RT-NeRF) in Section 3.3.
Based on RT-NeRF, we describe in Section 3.4 how to train
a single uniﬁed NeRF that encodes multiple parts in a manner that avoids the part dependency issue.

3.3. Rigidly Transformed Neural Radiance Field
Given a rigid transformation l = {R, t} of an object,
we now estimate the radiance ﬁeld in the object coordinate
system where the density is constant with respect to a local
3D location. Formally,
FΘl σ : (γ(xl )) → (σ, h)

(8)

We refer to this naive approach as Pose-conditioned NeRF
(P-NeRF). The implementation details can be found in the
supplemental material. Though P-NeRF establishes dependency between the radiance ﬁeld and pose, generalization
with this model is difﬁcult because of the following two reasons.
• Implicit Transformations. An articulated object consists of several rigid bodies, and the surface points
on the object should move with the rigid transformations of the parts when the pose changes. Therefore,
the movement of points can be explicitly described using rigid body transformations of each part, but such
transformations may be difﬁcult for a neural network
to learn implicitly.
• Part Dependency. The density at a 3D location depends only on the parameters of the bone it lies on
and its parents along the kinematic tree. However, all
the parameters are used to estimate the radiance ﬁeld
of a single location in Eq. 8. As the training on such
3D locations is backpropagated to all the parameters,
the network may learn erroneous dependencies that do
not physically exist. Correct pose predictions may still
be obtained for test poses seen in the training data,
but model generalization to novel poses may be degraded [65].
Towards addressing the above issues, we decompose the
articulated object into P rigid object parts. Each part has

(9)

−1

where x = R (x − t) represents the 3D location in the
local object coordinate system.
We expect the model to handle certain shape variations.
For example, the limb length and thickness of a child should
differ signiﬁcantly from those of an adult. To account for
shape variation, we further condition the model on bone parameter ζ.
l

FΘl,ζσ : (γ(xl ), γ(ζ)) → (σ, h)

(10)

Meanwhile, the color c at a local 3D location may change
with a transformation of the object coordinate system, as
this may lead to changes in the local lighting condition.
Since the RGB color c at a local 3D location should further
depend on rigid transformation l, we use a 6D vector se(3)
representation ξ of transformation l as a network input.
FΘl,ζc : (h, γ(dl ), γ(ξ)) → (c)

(11)

where dl = R−1 d is the 2D view direction in the object
coordinate system.
Combining Eqs. 10-11, the rigidly transformed neural radiance ﬁeld (RT-NeRF) deﬁned in the l = {R, t} space is
expressed as
FΘl,ζ : (γ(xl ), γ(dl ), γ(ξ), γ(ζ)) → (c, σ)

(12)

RT-NeRF serves as the basic building block in the neural articulated radiance ﬁeld, and we will next show how it is utilized to overcome the ’Implicit Transformations’ and ’Part
Dependency’ issues.

3.4. Neural Articulated Radiance Field
The proposed neural articulated radiance ﬁeld (NARF)
is built upon RT-NeRF. We ﬁrst introduce two basic solutions, Part-Wise NARF and Holistic NARF, and analyze the
pros and cons of each. Then, we propose our ﬁnal solution
named Disentangled NARF that shares the merits of both
Part-Wise and Holistic NARF. Conceptual ﬁgures are visualized in Fig. 2.
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sha1_base64="QdmkRFHA/33wHlrJDPVCoP0+9OA=">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</latexit>

⇣

x

x

<latexit sha1_base64="uPf4mDIPX8DlkAQP1j2xjevz59M=">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</latexit>

, c1

P

MLP

(x )

⇣

P

(x )

(p1

NARFD

<latexit sha1_base64="MLr3/PPeANW/g79Sp/iq9VIuXDI=">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</latexit>

Weighted sun

…

<latexit sha1_base64="Aul7rMczFa+IYTjqJHtJXSeRcWU=">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</latexit>
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MLP

…
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(x )

P

(x )

⌘

⌘

We gh ed
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Density
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<latexit sha1_base64="xLICqgnLdOyx9328uwWP5bEz21Q=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="bs8QlLljyYde7WbNFuyzJJm+ZMk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="WU4CaESs2YErP0m7UdzaP4NDS4Q=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="w+vyjzLRaqfCbnnmjgYsym4DkgQ=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1ZXzE+Eh+FEIRgUCwk3LVRrII2lpoYH6jI7jrGwX2xuwlo8AdsLSzUQkFE/Awbf8AinyCCjYKNhTebBVFR7zAzZ87cc+fMjO6a0g+I6jGlpbWtvSPemejq7ulNpvr6l32n4hmiZDim463qmi9MaYtSIANTrLqe0CzdFCv63lxjf6UqPF869lKw74pNSyvbckcaWsDU2oYvy5Y2kTG2UlnKURiZn0CNQBZRLDipa2xgGw4MVGBBwEbA2IQGn9s6VBBc5jZRY85jJMN9gUMkWFvhLMEZGrN7PJZ5tR6xNq8bNf1QbfApJnePlRmM0gPd0Avd0y090vuvtWphjYaXfZ71pla4W8mjoeLbvyqL5wC7n6o/PQfYwXToVbJ3N2QatzCa+urByUtxpjBaG6NLemL/F1SnO76BXX01rhZF4RQJ/gD1+3P/BMuTOZVy6iJl87PRV8SRxgjG+b2nkMc8FlDicy0c4wznsWdlUEkrw81UJRZpBvAllLEPdnqM6A==</latexit>

MLP

<latexit sha1_base64="xLICqgnLdOyx9328uwWP5bEz21Q=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="bs8QlLljyYde7WbNFuyzJJm+ZMk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="WU4CaESs2YErP0m7UdzaP4NDS4Q=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="w+vyjzLRaqfCbnnmjgYsym4DkgQ=">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</latexit>

,c

MLP

<latexit sha1_base64="xLICqgnLdOyx9328uwWP5bEz21Q=">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</l
sha1_base64="bs8QlLljyYde7WbNFuyzJJm+ZMk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="WU4CaESs2YErP0m7UdzaP4NDS4Q=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="w+vyjzLRaqfCbnnmjgYsym4DkgQ=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="xLICqgnLdOyx9328uwWP5bEz21Q=">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</latexit>

,c
npu s

Part-W se NARF (NARFP ) G ven a k nema c 3D pose
conﬁgura on of an ar cu a ed ob ec {T0 ζ θ} we ﬁrs
compu e he g oba r g d ransforma on { i = 1
P}
for each r g d par us ng he forward k nema cs n Eqs 6-7
To es ma e he dens y and co or (σ c) of a g oba 3D oca on x from a 2D v ew ng d rec on d we ra n a separa e
RT-NeRF FΘ ζ

FΘ

ζ

−1

(x − t ) d = R

−1

d

(γ(x ) γ(d ) γ(ξ ) γ(ζ)) → (c σ )

j=1

N
∑

Tj (1 − exp(−σj δj ))(sj (r) == i)

(17)
(18)

Tj (1 − exp(−σj δj ))

where sj s he ndex of he par w h he grea es dens y
and S deno es a segmen a on mask for he ith par
D scuss on The NARFP approach mode s he r g d y
ransformed par s of an ar cu a ed ob ec n separa e RTNeRFs where each par has a cons s en rad ance ﬁe d under d fferen 3D pose conﬁgura ons As he r g d ransforma on of each RT-NeRF s compu ed exp c y v a forward
k nema cs ra her han mp c y w h n he ne work he
ssue of mp c ransforma ons and par dependency are
avo ded The par dependency ssue s a so addressed by
ak ng he es ma e w h he h ghes dens y wh e suppressng he con r bu on of o her par s for a g oba 3D oca on
n Eq 15 However s compu a on s nefﬁc en for he
fo ow ng reasons
• The compu a ona cos s propor ona o he number
of ob ec par s m ng he represen a on capac y for
comp ex ar cu a ed ob ec s

(14)

where τ s he empera ure parame er of he sof max funcon Vo ume render ng s hen app ed us ng he comb ned
dens y σ and co or c o genera e he rendered co or C(r)
by Eq 5 S nce he render ng and sof max opera ons are
bo h d fferen ab e he mage recons ruc on oss can pass
grad en s o a he RT-NeRF mode s for effec ve ra n ng
We no e ha n add on o co or C(r) he foreground
mask M(r) can a so be es ma ed as an n egra of he opacy a ong he camera ray
N
∑

S (r) =

(13)

for each par us ng Eq 12 and comb ne he dens es and
co ors {σ c i = 1
P } es ma ed by d fferen RTNeRFs n o one We deno e h s approach as Par -W se
NARF (NARFP )
S nce a surface po n of an ob ec can be ong o on y one
of he ob ec par s on y one of he es ma es n {σ c i =
1
P } shou d be nonzero The dens y and co or (σ c)
of a g oba 3D oca on x can be de erm ned by ak ng he
es ma e w h he h ghes dens y However he max opera on s no d fferen ab e so we ns ead use he sof max
func on wh ch s a d fferen ab e we gh ed sum over a he
es ma es
∑P
∑P
exp(σ /τ )c
=1 exp(σ /τ )σ
σ = ∑P
(15)
c = ∑=1
P
=1 exp(σ /τ )
=1 exp(σ /τ )

M(r) =

sj (r) = arg max{σj i ∈ 1 P }

j=1

F gu e 2 Th ee ypes o neu a a cu a ed ad ance ﬁe d
o he han pos on x a e om ed o g ea e c a y

x =R

We can fur her render a segmen a on mage ha nd ca es
wh ch RT-NeRF (ob ec par ) s used for render ng each
p xe

(16)

• Tra n ng s dom na ed by he arge number of zero dens y po n samp es As a surface po n on an ob ec can
be ong o on y one of he ob ec par s w be ra ned
as a zero dens y samp e for he rema n ng par s S nce
par s w h sma dens es do no affec he va ue of he
equa on very much
s no rea y necessary o ca cua e he dens y of hose par s
Ho st c NARF (NARFH ) To address he above ssues
we presen ano her approach ha comb nes he npu s of he
RT-NeRF mode s n NARFP hen feeds hem as a who e
n o a s ng e NeRF mode for d rec regress on of he ﬁna dens y and co or (σ c) We ca h s approach Ho s c
NARF (NARFH ) Forma y
FΘσζ Ca ({γ(x ) i ∈ 1 P } γ(ζ)) → (σ h)

(19)

FΘcζ Ca (h {(γ(d ) γ(ξ )) i ∈ 1 P }) → (c)

(20)

where Ca deno es he conca ena on opera or
D scuss on There s on y a s ng e NeRF mode ra ned
n NARFH The compu a ona cos s a mos cons an o
he number of ob ec par s and he zero dens y prob em
s na ura y avo ded However un ke Par -W se NARF
NARFH does no sa sfy Par Dependency because a parame ers are cons dered for each 3D oca on Moreover
ob ec par segmen a on masks canno be genera ed from
Eq 18 w hou par dependenc es
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Disentangled NARF (NARFD ) We propose Disentangled NARF (NARFD ) which shares the merits of both
NARFP and NARFH while avoiding their weaknesses by
introducing a selector S.
The selector S identiﬁes which object part a global 3D
location x belongs to. S consists of P lightweight subnetworks for each part. For the ith part, a sub-network OΓi
takes the local 3D position of x in li = {Ri , ti } and the
bone parameter ζ as input and outputs the probability pi of
x belonging to the ith part. Since x should be assigned to
only one of the object parts, the softmax activation is used
to normalize the selector’s outputs:
i

OΓi : (γ(xl ), γ(ζ)) → (oi ),

exp(oi )
(21)
pi = ∑P
k
k=1 exp(o )

It can be seen that OΓi is actually an occupancy network [38, 8] deﬁned in the local object coordinate system.
Comparing this with NASA [8], NASA’s occupancy networks learn absolute occupancy values to estimate an explicit surface, but our networks learn relative occupancy values to other parts for part selection. For implementation, we
use a two-layer MLP with ten hidden nodes for each occupancy net, which is lightweight yet effective.
Disentangled NARF is deﬁned by (softly) masking out
the irrelevant parts in the concatenated input using the outputs pi of the selector.
i

FΘl,ζσ : Cat({γ(xl ) ∗ pi |i ∈ [1, P ]}, γ(ζ)) → (σ, h), (22)
i

FΘl,ζc : Cat(h, {(γ(dl ) ∗ pi , γ(ξ i ) ∗ pi )|i ∈ [1, P ]}) → (c)
(23)
Note that though we have removed the dependency on irrelevant parts by masking their inputs, the resulting input
is still in the form of a concatenation. This is done purposely because all the bones share a single NeRF, which
needs to distinguish the different bones in order to generate
the corresponding density and color. Different bones are
distinguished by dimensions of the concatenated vector that
represent them, similar to part identity encoding. The detailed network architecture can be found in Figure A of the
supplemental material.
Since the selector outputs the probabilities of a global
3D location belonging to each part, we can generate the
segmentation mask by selecting the locations occupied by
a speciﬁc part followed by Eq. 18:
sj (r) = arg max{pij |i ∈ [1, P ]}
i

(24)

3.5. Training Details
The positional encoding dimensions we set for the 3D
location x and other parameters are 10 and 4 respectively.
During training, at each optimization iteration, we randomly sample a batch of camera rays from the set of all

pixels, and then follow the hierarchical volume sampling
strategy of the original NeRF [40] to query N samples for
each ray. With known kinematic 3D pose conﬁguration
{T0 , ζ, θ}, the samples’ densities and colors are estimated
by the NARF model. Volume rendering is then used to render the color C(r) and mask M(r) of this ray using Eq. 5
and 16, respectively. The loss is the total squared error between the rendered and true pixel colors and masks.
L=

∑

[||Ĉ(r) − C(r)||22 + ||M̂(r) − M(r)||22 ]

(25)

r∈R

where R is the set of rays in each batch, Ĉ and M̂ are the
ground truth color and foreground mask. In the supplemental material, we empirically show that the extra mask loss
helps to learn a cleaner background. Other training details
on the learning rate, batch size and optimizer can be found
in the supplemental material.

4. Results of Training on a Single Object
In this section, we evaluate our model in the case of a
single articulated 3D object.
Dataset and Settings We create our own synthetic dataset
of human bodies for experimentation. It consists of two persons, one male and one female, selected from the human 3D
textured mesh (THUman) dataset [66]. Each person has 56
and 48 different poses, 26 of which are used for training and
the others for testing. We render 100 images with various
orientations and scaling of each mesh for training and 20
for testing, ending up with 2600 training images for each
person. Note that the viewpoint distribution of training and
testing sets are the same under this setting. We denote this
test data setting as the novel pose/same view setting. All
rendered images have a resolution of 128 × 128. Additionally, we introduce three other test settings for a more comprehensive comparison. The same pose/same view setting
uses testing images rendered from the same poses and same
viewpoint distribution as in training. The novel pose/novel
view setting uses novel poses and a different viewpoint distribution than in training. Finally, the same pose/novel view
setting uses the same poses but the viewpoint distribution is
different from training. The kinematic 3D pose conﬁgurations are inferred from the SMPL model parameters provided by the THUman dataset and we use bone length as
the bone parameter ζ in Eq. 10.
Metrics Three metrics are used to evaluate performance.
The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) [59] are two commonly used evaluation
metrics for image reconstruction (higher is better). In addition, we introduce the L2 distance error of mask images
(Mask), which better describes how close the 3D shape of
the rendered object is to the ground truth (lower is better).
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Method
CNN
P-NeRF
D-NARF
NARFP
NARFH
NARFD

#Params
15.6M
0.85M
0.66M
11.8M
1.06M
1.10M

Cost
#FLOPS
156M
121M
2140M
197M
205M

#Memory
356K
382K
6544K
344K
382K

Same pose, same view
Mask↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑
76.9
29.12
0.9429
778.7
21.42
0.8006
2182.6
18.90
0.1143
92.0
28.56
0.9258
55.6
29.91
0.9470
50.5
30.86
0.9586

Novel pose, same view
Mask ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑
134.8
27.30
0.9211
1077.0
20.42
0.7696
2308.2
18.81
0.1140
116.2
26.83
0.9052
376.8
24.09
0.8665
114.4
27.93
0.9317

Same pose, novel view
Mask ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑
365.9
25.19
0.8532
844.9
21.19
0.7897
2137.3
19.09
0.1144
101.5
27.54
0.9144
70.5
28.81
0.9370
64.1
29.44
0.9466

Novel pose, novel view
Mask ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑
392.2
24.53
0.8470
1110.1
20.27
0.7648
2241.3
18.88
0.1133
125.8
26.50
0.9104
374.6
23.98
0.8646
123.8
27.24
0.9230

Table 1. Quantitative comparison for a single object. Best results in bold.

CNN

P-NeRF

D-NARF

NARFP

NARFH

NARFD

RGB

Depth

GT

Segmentation

Figure 3. Generative results comparison for a single object with a novel pose and novel view. One model per person identity. Triangles
point to areas that should be noted. NARFD best generalizes to novel view/novel poses among the six methods.

View

Bone pose

Bone param

Figure 4. Disentangled representations learned by NARFD . For
bone parameter interpolation, the right leg length is interpolated.

Baselines In addition to the three variants of NARF
(NARFP , NARFH and NARFD ), three other baselines are
included for comparison. The ﬁrst is a 2D CNN-based
method similar to [4] that generates the target subject image
from “pose stick ﬁgures”. The pose stick ﬁgures in our case
are generated by projecting the 3D joints into the 2D image
(with given camera parameters) then adding lines to connect
these 2D keypoints. The second is the P-NeRF method described in Sec. 3.2. The third one is D-NARF, a simple
extension of D-NERF [45] to articulated objects. D-NARF
aims to learn the mapping Ψ : x → x′ that transforms a
given point to its position in a canonical shape space. In our
implementation, a static NeRF model for a canonical pose
P c is learned, then a mapping network [45] Ψ estimates
the deformation ﬁeld between the scene of a speciﬁc pose
instance P and the scene of the canonical pose P c . The details of the three baselines can be found in the supplemental
material.
Results Quantitative comparison results are given in Table 1. #Params, #FLOPS, and #Memory denote the number

of parameters, ﬂoating point operations per ray, and number
of elements to preserve during forward propagation per ray,
which is proportional to the memory cost.
It can be seen that our method, NARFD , outperforms
the others under all the evaluation metrics and test data settings (best results shown in bold). Particularly, it exhibits
high performance under novel pose and/or novel view settings (slight performance drop on SSIM within 4%) with
low computational cost (close to a single NeRF model, PNeRF). Hence, we can conclude that NARFD effectively
and efﬁciently learns the radiance ﬁeld of an articulated 3D
object and the model generalizes to novel poses and views
with high ﬁdelity.
In contrast, all the other methods are deﬁcient in one way
or another. The CNN-based method fails when tested under novel views (10% performance drop on SSIM) since
it is difﬁcult to learn an effective 3D representation from
2D inputs. P-NeRF and D-NARF fail in almost all cases
mainly due to both the Implicit Transformations and Part
Dependency issues. NARFP exhibits good performance
and generalization ability but requires much more computation (10× #FLOPS and 17× #Memory of NARFD ).
NARFH is less effective when tested on novel poses (8%
performance drop on SSIM) due to the Part Dependency issue.
Qualitative results under the novel pose/novel view setting are shown in Fig. 3. Rendered RGB images (ﬁrst
row), depth maps (second row), and part segmentation maps
(third row), as well as ground truth RGB images (bottom
left corner) are displayed. It can be seen that the NeRF
based methods (except for the CNN-based one) can obtain
depth images and the “part dependent” methods (NARFP
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and NARFD ) can obtain segmentation maps. Our ﬁnal solution NARFD generates higher quality RGB, depth and segmentation maps for novel views and poses than the others.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4, NARFD learns a disentangled representation of camera viewpoint, bone parameters
and pose, allowing these appearance properties to be individually controlled in rendering.

RGB

Depth

Segmentation

5. Appearance Variation with Autoencoder
In this section, we train an autoencoder based on NARF
to model shape and appearance variation among multiple
articulated objects. The autoencoder consists of an encoder
and decoder. First, a 2D CNN-based encoder is used to generate a latent vector z from an input image. The obtained
latent vector together with the given camera viewpoint and
human pose are fed into our NARF based decoder to reconstruct the input image.
Following the implementation for the NeRF-based generator [51], we ﬁrst decompose z into a shape latent vector
zs and an appearance latent vector za . Then, zs is concatenated to the density-dependent inputs, namely, the positionally encoded location x and bone parameters ζ. Meanwhile, za is concatenated to the color-dependent inputs,
namely, the positionally encoded view direction d and the
local transformation ξ. Speciﬁcally, when combining the
autoencoder with the NARFD model, we have
i

FΘl,ζ,z
: Cat({γ(xl ) ∗ pi |i ∈ [1, P ]}, γ(ζ), zs ) → (σ, h),
σ
(26)
i
li
i
i
FΘl,ζ,z
:
Cat(h,
{(γ(d
)∗p
,
γ(ξ
)∗p
)|i
∈
[1,
P
]},
z
)
→ (c)
a
c
(27)
The encoder and decoder are trained jointly using the same
loss in Eq. 25. For the experiment, we use the best performing NARFD by default. Comparison results for other
models can be found in the supplemental material.
Dataset We create another synthetic human body dataset
from THUman [66] for experimentation. All of the males
(112 in total) and poses (35 on average for each person) in
the THUman dataset are used. We render 10 images for
each pose with randomly sampled viewpoints to generate
35450 images for training and 3940 images for evaluation.
All rendered images have a resolution of 128 × 128.
Results Fig. 5 shows the reconstructed RGB images as
well as the additional depth images and segmentation maps
generated from the input RGB images. A single autoencoder is trained for all objects, indicating that appearance
variation is effectively modeled. Fig. 6 shows that the
NARF-based autoencoder learns a disentangled representation of camera viewpoint, bone parameters, human pose,
and color appearance, allowing these properties to be individually controlled in rendering. For color appearance, it is
controlled by replacing the appearance latent vector za with

Input

Figure 5. Single-view reconstruction results from NARFD with an
autoencoder. All outputs are generated from a single model.
View

Bone pose

Bone param

Appearance

Figure 6. Disentangled representations learned with an autoencoder. For bone parameter interpolation, the head position is interpolated.

that of another person. Additional results can be found in
the supplemental material.

6. Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we propose a method for learning implicit
representations for articulated objects. We show that it is
possible to learn explicitly controllable representations of
viewpoint, pose, bone parameters, and appearance from 3D
pose annotated images. Although pose annotation is required to train the model, the model is differentiable and
thus may be extended to reduce the required supervisory
information, for example, by simultaneously training 3D
pose estimation and segmentation with the model. In addition, since the proposed representation provides explicit
3D shape and part segmentation, it may be applied to unsupervised depth estimation and segmentation learning.
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